Abstract-A promising idea for optimising the power consumption of mobile communication devices represents the usage of an additional ultra-low-power receiver unit, which is able to control the main transceiver in order to reduce the standby power consumption of the overall system. Such a Wake-Up-Receiver (WuRx) unit senses the medium and switches on the communication interfaces in case of an external request. Otherwise, all system components for the network communication are completely switched off. Especially in the domain of resource-limited and embedded devices, WuRx technologies enable novel communication paradigms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication is omnipresent in all areas of our everyday life. Due to the technological enhancements, the device costs shrink and at the same time the hardware capabilities increase substantially. At the same time, limited energy resources still represent one the most challenging bottlenecks within mobile devices. In order to provide a sufficient battery runtime for the mobile devices, energyefficient hardware components and operational concepts are essential. Especially in the field of mobile devices, the integrated communication interfaces and the interface management consume a huge part of the available energy resources. Figure 1 illustrates the problem. The exemplary measurements are based on wireless sensor network node with an ultra low power TI MSP430 microcontroller [1] . The diagram visualises the microcontroller power consumption during the different operational modes during a sensor communication scenario. Figure 1 . MSP430 working load in different operational modes, starting with the sensor measurement, the radio initialisation, radio listen mode (most power consuming), the transmission and the power management mode for preparing the deep sleep mode [2] .
In order to solve or bypass the problem, the research focus on the optimisation of the transmission characteristics on the different communication layers [3] [4] . Accordingly, during the last decade, engineers try to find an application-specific trade-off between the network latency and the average power consumption of the transceiver. In contrast to these traditional optimisation approaches, wake-up-receivers (WuRx) pursue another concept and enable a different communication paradigm.
If we take a look on standard communication scenarios, most of the time, the transceiver is waiting for external requests or incoming data. During that time, the listen mode consumes a lot of energy. Especially in the field of low-power communication standards, like ZigBee, Z-Wave or Bluetooth, listening and receiving data is more power consuming in comparison to the required energy for sending data. To eliminate this kind of conflict, Wake-up Receivers (WuRx) represent a dedicated, energy-efficient receiver unit, which replaces the main transceiver during listening periods. The WuRx is able to detect special wake-up signals from its environment and accordingly wakes up the main transceiver only on demand. The WuRx concept is illustrated in figure 2 and 3 . In many cases, engineers only have to combine an off-the-shelf transceiver with an additional WuRx to realise a more efficient communication platform. 
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Listen ACK ACK IRQ Figure 3 . Wake-up receiver communication. The main network interface is waiting in a standby mode and will be activated by the WuRx on demand. The WuRx is designed as an ultra-low-power component, which only has to detect a predefined, coded wake-up signal from its environment.
Especially in the field of long term monitoring scenarios, like smart metering or next generation wireless sensor networks, such approaches promise enormous capabilities for energy-saving approaches [5] [6] . Complex synchronisation procedures on both hardware or software level are not required anymore. Based on the WuRx technology, we change the way of communication from a synchronised, timer-based transmission to an asynchronous operation with wake-ups on demand (shown in figure 4) . Accordingly, we switch from a protocol-based dutycycling to a WuRx-controlled duty-cycle. Thus, WuRx technologies provide powerful features for developing distributed, autonomous systems in an asynchronous application environment. 
II. RELATED WORK
The research for WuRx technologies started several years ago with first approaches to modify off-the-shelf mobile devices. In [7] , the authors upgrade a given handheld with a conventional low-power transceiver module, which operates as a wake-up unit for the main 802.11 WiFi interface. The power consumption of the additional receiver averages 7 mW in the receiving mode.
The work of [8] focuses on a radio-triggered hardware component to enable wake-up capabilities (see Figure  5) . A primary aim for this approach was the avoidance of software-based synchronisation and scheduling techniques. Thus, the proposed operation concept creates asynchronous network behaviour in order to respond specific trigger events on demand. Now, the system is able to optimise the sleep and stand-by times without additional costs on the software level. Further research optimises different key parameters within the wake-up receiver units. This includes the power consumption, the frequency band [9] and the receiver sensitivity [10] . Related off-the-shelf WuRx are operating in the ISM band at 2.4 GHz, 868 MHz as well as on the 125 KHz low frequency band for RFID-based applications. The power consumption ranges from 20 to 700 µW for the normal listening mode. In [11] , the authors present a 2 GHz WuRx with 52 µW and -72 dBm sensitivity.
The problem of traditional, electronic WuRx technologies correlates with the respective system design and the required energy for each hardware component. To avoid these disadvantages, nanett [2] researches for an NEMSbased wake-up receiver approach (Nanoelectromechanical System). In contrast to related WuRx technologies, the introduced nanett project is based on a pure mechanical resonator, which generates the wake-up interrupt for the microcontroller and the main transceiver. The most important benefit of this approach is the operation without complex and energy-consuming electronic circuits. Accordingly, the goal is a power consumption of less than 10 µW in the listening mode.
III. SYSTEM OPTIMISATION In order to prolong the system uptime for any kind of autonomous application scenario, several researchers try to combine WuRx technologies with additional energy harvesting components in the system architecture [12] [13] . In general, we differ thermal, vibration and solar energy converter units, shown in figure 6. In this context, one challenge represents the efficient usage of the harvested energy as well as the stored energy resources (illustrated in figure 7 ). There are three possible energy paths. The first one from the harvester units directly to the application, another one from the harvesters to a given energy storage and the energy path from the available energy storages to the application. Dependent on the actual harvesting level, a power management unit has to decide about an optimal energy path. Furthermore, such information about the actual harvesting level are also helpful on the application layer. Based on these metainformation, the application is able to adapt its operational mode or the scheduling scheme for the data measuring as well as the communication tasks. In case of a high energy budget, the measuring interval will be increased. On the other side, in case of a critical energy level or minimal harvesting capabilities, the network communication will be reduced and the measured data sets are temporarily stored in a local buffer. Power Management Figure 7 . The power management is responsible for an efficient usage of the available energy resources and the harvesting components. In combination with an intelligent application design and modern WuRx technology, the system availability increases significantly.
IV. CRITICAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Based on the introduced wake-up receiver capabilities and the mentioned approaches for optimising the system design, we are able to identify and to define key parameters for a sufficient and efficient usage of WuRx capabilities [14] .
A. Operational modes on the application layer
The system specification on the application layer represents the most important and most critical parameter for any kind of WuRx technology. The WuRx is able to hold the system in a ready-to-receive mode. The power consumption of the main transceiver can be minimised. In consequence, only asynchronous and event-based application scenarios are capable for the usage of WuRx technologies. Thus, the entire, distributed system operates with predefined trigger-events for waking up the nodes. In more detail, we define two dedicated operational modes for a given distributed, WuRx-enabled system.
The first one represents a local and autonomous mode, in which all communication interfaces are disabled. Each node is sensing its environment with specific sensors components. If required, data can be stored within a local data buffer. In case of an emergency (e.g. system failure or critical battery level), each node is able to establish an ad hoc communication channel to its neighbourhood.
The second operational mode is responsible for the transmission of events or measured data. Accordingly, this mode includes all possible communication procedures like the network exploration, network optimisation, the route path calculation or the exchange of basic system information. The mode is initialised by a wake-up signal, which will be broadcasted through the entire topology. During the runtime, the overall, distributed system has to manage different tasks. Dependent on the system specification, the task schedule and the mapping of each task to predefined system components is essential. In our WuRx scenario with two dedicated operational modes, the tasks are organised as illustrated in figure 9 . Figure 9 . Based on the WuRx capabilities and the two dedicated operational modes, all global coordination task are controlled by the data sink. This includes the net exploration to find all available nodes, the net optimisation to minimise the communication paths and the communication overhead. Each sensor node is only responsible for the management of all energy resources and the sensor data measurements. In order to optimise the measurement quality, the nodes try to calculate its own position in relation to other nodes. Asynchronous communication events are initialised by the data sink.
B. Data per Time Ratio
The second critical system parameter for efficient WuRx scenarios represents the ratio of data volume and time. All the mentioned WuRx technologies are strongly influenced by the given network load and the respective information distribution over the time. A huge amount of data or continuous data transmissions destroy the conceptual benefits of WuRx technologies. Wake-up concepts aim the energy-efficient handling of asynchronous trigger-events and minimal data. In consequence, our goal is to reduce the network load and to increase the periods of an autonomous operation without active network communication. In order to optimise this ratio, the developers are able to adjust several parameters, which have a direct influence on the data per time radio.
1) Trade-off Measurement Quality/Quantity:
Dependent on the application scenario, the developer has to decide about the required measurement quality regarding to the number of data sets and the size of each data set during a time interval. In this context, little variations could have a huge impact on the system availability. Each measuring sample of the given sensors consumes energy. Local data aggregation and data fusion techniques help us to shrink the data volume, but also take computing time and energy.
2) Data Buffer and Energy Resources:
In many cases, the given WuRx application scenario has to monitor its environment. Accordingly, the measured data sets have to be stored within a local data buffer during the autonomous operational mode. The size of this buffer is limited. In consequence, the size has a direct and strong influence on the data per time ratio.
A small buffer size limits the maximum period for an autonomous measuring or otherwise limits the measuring quality. On the other side, large data buffers increase the overall transmission time and generate bottlenecks during a multi-hop transmission. In case of an emergency, it is more difficult to backup the complete buffer without data loss.
In this context, the available energy resources still represent a key factor for the system behaviour. Additional energy harvesting components in the system architecture, like thermal, vibration or solar energy converter units, help us to extend the energy resources [12] [13].
3) Real-time Aspects, QoS:
Each application scenario also implies further requirements regarding to the maximum time delay between the detection and the processing of an event. This also includes the decision about a centralised or a distributed data handling. In this context, we also have to consider the possible prioritisation of specific events, like abnormal measurements or emergency calls. Such quality of service (QoS) aspects or in some cases real-time aspects have a huge impact on the system behaviour and the system availability.
C. Network topology and Routing
With focus on the second operational mode with an interconnected topology, the size and the distribution of the network topology represents another key parameter. In order to wake-up a huge number of nodes, it takes much more time to explore the topology than operating in a small size measuring system with 20 or less nodes. The complexity for calculating efficient route paths increases significantly. During this time, all transceivers have to be active. Advanced topology optimisation approaches [15] and lightweight routing algorithms [16] are essential to handle these challenges.
In this context, the spatial distribution of the nodes represents another important parameter. In case of a high node density, the communication between two nodes could influence the WuRx units of other nodes. Robust transceiver and WuRx hardware components as well as capable communication standards and protocols minimise these kinds of disturbances.
V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Within the nanett project [2] our research focuses on the evaluation of critical system parameters for WuRx applications. In a first step, we simulate the influences of the main critical parameters. For this purpose, we use the SimANet framework [17] [18] , which provides a lot of features for a functional analysis in the context of mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. SimANet allows the abstract modelling of wireless communication standards and interfaces. Also several movement models and an energy model are available. Based on the SimANet core, we create a sensor network topology with and without WuRx capabilities. Figure 10 show the GUI-based version of SimANet. Furthermore, SimANet is also runnable in a massive parallel computing environments like the CHiC Cluster (Chemnitz High Performance Computing Linux Cluster). CHiC provides more than 512 AMD Opteron 64bit computing cores with 2.6GHz and each 4GB of memory. The network infrastructure uses a high-speed fiber optics Infiniband topology.
Accordingly, SimANet provides an excellent scalability to run different kinds of simulation scenario. Regarding to the proposed results, SimANet operates on a normal PC workstation with an 3Ghz Pentium IV and 2GB of memory.
For all the simulation, the used energy model operates with logical energy units. Each process for the handling and transmission of data decreases a nodes energy resources dependent on parameters like the used radio standard or the required electromagnetic field strength for reaching the selected node. The used values for the simulation scenarios are based on a real-world 802.15.4 low power transceiver and an conventional, off-the-shelf WuRx unit. The specified transmission characteristics are mapped to the abstract communication interface model of SimANet [16] .
Within the following simulation scenario, we focus on the operational modes and on the data per time ratio. Furthermore, we want to find an optimal trade-off for these parameters.
First of all, we analyse a single hop communication in order to take a closer look on the transmission timings and the standby power consumption of the nodes. The diagrams visualise the differences between a conventional, non-buffered communication and WuRx-enabled systems. All relevant information for interpreting the results are shown in Figure 11 . The conventional, continuous transmission provides a maximum battery lifetime of 260 days. The second scenario with a local buffering and the compressed transmission prolongs the lifetime to 300 days. An additional WuRx provides features for switching off the main transceiver. The optimisation level depends on the WuRx technology and reaches up to 300 additional days of operation. As we can see, for a single hop communication, a long autonomous operational period provides the best results. Furthermore, we have to analyse the situation in case of a larger topology. Here, other effects influence the results. Routing procedures in a multi-hop environment, limited data throughput in combination with local data bursts and interferences have to be considered. Therefore, the next scenarios focus on several long term measurements within a multi-hop communication topology. The simulations include a uniform and a random distributed network topology with 20 nodes (see Figure  14 and 15) and predefined energy resources for each node of 2500 units. We used a simple hop-optimised, reactive routing protocol and no further topology optimisation approaches.
C) B)
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The test scenario is illustrated in 13 and represents a typical data gathering application in the wireless sensor network domain. A predefined data sink collects the measured sensor data from each nodes in a cyclic period. In contrast to conventional communication concepts, our simulation implements the two proposed operational modes for WuRx-enabled devices. Thus, all the node are sensing the environment in a autonomous mode without network connection. The wake-up signal for the dedicated communication mode is initialised by the data sink. After receiving this signal, the nodes activate their main radio transceiver. Accordingly, they are able to establish a network infrastructure to transmit the measurement data to the sink. Finally, if the communication process has completed, the nodes switch off the main transceiver and return to the autonomous mode. Hence, the power management only has to supply the sensor components and the WuRx unit. The overall system power consumption is reduced to a minimum. During the tests cycles, we varied the local buffer size of the nodes and the transmission interval to the data sink. We started with a scenario of 2 Packets every hour and increasing this interval up to 6 hours with 12 packets. Accordingly, the data per time ratio for a long time window remains constant. Based on different ratio between the two operational modes, we analyse the system uptime. Further indicators for the systems efficiency represent the entire system availability and the spatial distribution of the available energy resources on the nodes (Figure 16 and Figure 17) .
Both simulation scenarios provide interesting results. First of all, the diagrams clarify the trade-off between local buffering approaches and data transmission cycles. For the uniform node topology, the transmission scheme of 6 buffered packets every 3 hours provides the best results. In contrast to that, the random node distribution provides the best result for a buffering scheme of 12 packets in 6 hours. Accordingly, the overall system availability varies between 70 and 136 days. In other words, an optimal configuration is able to double the system availability. Anyway, in cases of a continuous data transmission or real-time requirements for the event handling, the system is not able to benefit from the mentioned WuRx technologies.
Another interesting simulation output represents the energy distribution in the networks. Especially in the uniform topology, the data forwarding process generates a lot of network traffic within a few nodes around the data sink. Based on these data bursts, the energy resources of the corresponding nodes decrease rapidly and the topology splits into disjunctive sets. Within the random topology, this problem strongly depends on the node distribution. In any case, advanced routing approaches for WuRx-enabled application scenarios are essential and part of our actual research work.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we discuss the capabilities of WuRx technologies and the requirements for an efficient usage. We define sufficient application scenarios and critical system parameters. Besides environmental parameters and technological restrictions of the hardware system, the application itself has a significant influence on the efficiency of WuRx technologies. We clarify, that the existence of an asynchronous, event-triggered application scenario represents the key requirement for an efficient usage of a WuRx unit. In this context, we introduce a separation into two different operational modes in order to use the benefits of a WuRx unit. The first one represents the local, autonomous operation and the second one is the interconnected operation within the network topology. Based on these modes, we simulate the differences between several communication scenarios with and without WuRx capabilities. Our simulation results confirm the impact of the critical parameters on the system availability.
Further research work focuses on adapted routing and topology optimisation approaches in the context of WuRx applications. Enhanced simulation scenarios with several hundred nodes will help us to evaluate these approaches. Further WuRx improvements of the power consumption and the wake-up latency will be done within the nanett project.
